
Learn More Study Less Review Details Strategic Learning Program 
 
Learn More Study Less review: Scott Young's top selling learning program is 
explained in new detail for this review.  
 
Learn More Study Less is a fast-selling program aimed at tossing conventional 
learning methods and embracing those used by the most powerful minds on the 
planet.  
 
The program's creator, Scott Young, says nobody is really born gifted - it's the 
way they learn and absorb information that sets them apart. Learn More Study 
Less is a course that steals methods from the great thinkers and makes it easy to 
digest.  
 
"The answer is holistic learning," Young said. "This is the strategy of learning I've 
taught to tens of thousands of students who have either bought my book or read 
my many articles."  
 
Young says the biggest mistake in learning is one that is promoted at nearly 
every public school and university in the country: memorization. He says by 
taking a holistic approach, members can learn more about how effective learning 
has nothing to do with memorizing.  
 
The program includes video lessons, a 228-page edition of Learn More Study 
Less and a 38-page case study manual. The case study explores six learners in-
depth to show how Young's program helped them turn around their academic 
underperformance and reduce study time by as much as 75%.  
 
For the latest version, Learn More Study Less also includes three expert audio 
interviews featuring interviews with learners who share how they learned foreign 
languages, mastered their grades and gained a thorough understanding of even 
the most complex mathematical and scientific formulas.  
 
Learn More Study Less is available in three options to suit any learning style or 
budget - or new members can get all three versions and enroll in a monthly 
subscription of Learning on Steroids for a discounted rate. Young says that is the 
ideal package for those who want to take their learning to the next level and 
master several areas of study.  
 
To learn more about what the Learn More Study Less Program entails, or to 
become a member, log onto….	  


